'the c^t sat on the mat"
speare s own territory, though he had no measure more impressive
than the scale of his own nostalgia when perhaps sometimes in
the Mermaid he remembered the woods at Shottery, the lanes of
Henley-in-Arden.
CHAPTER XVH
"THE CAT SAT ON THE MAT"
Thank goodness, the moving is over,
They've swept up the straw in the passage
And life will begin ...
This tiny, white, tiled cottage by the bridge!
When we've had tea I will punt you
To Paradise for the sugar and onions ...
We will drift home in the twilight,
The trout will be rising .,.
I
T was not exactly like that, my move from the Berkshire Downs
back to London and Albany, though the first three lines of Ford
Madox Hueffer's little hymn of thankfulness do very nearly
resemble my own feelings at the end of the first week. Nobody
punted me to Paradise for the sugar and onions, though there,
assuredly, is where they are kept nowadays. Nevertheless, the
moving-in men, a much maligned gang, were almost too helpful,
zealous, loyal and compassionate; proudly desirous for us to know,
in Dickens's idiom, that "Todgers could do it". Our actual date
of moving-in was October ist, but we reserved it for the essential
preliminaries of carpets, electricians and curtain-harpers. And we
passionately begged the different firms who were sending up the
other stuff to deliver it without fail on October 2nd. Too pas-
sionately, too persuasively. The plan of organization was fine,
but unluckily we overdid our emotional part of it and underrated
the kind hearts and noble efforts of all those concerned. For they
did not wait until October 2nd. Everything arrived together and
almost within an hour on October ist, and piled up in the hall,
chair upon chair, Pelion upon Ossi . . „ twenty-four hours, before
we could even have possibly desired to see a three4egged stool;
and this in spite of the fact that there was only one veteranrani-arlacl
where there had been ten strong men before.
When that kindly incendiary bomb of October, 1940, ia4 left
me to build up a home again, some time in die future,
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